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Abstract
This article documents a strong connection between unemployment and mental
distress using data from the Spanish National Health Survey. We exploit the collapse of
the construction sector to identify the causal effect of job losses in different segments
of the Spanish labor market. Our results suggest that an increase of the unemployment
rate by 10 percentage points due to the breakdown in construction raised reported
poor health and mental disorders in the affected population by 3 percentage points,
respectively. We argue that the size of this effect responds to the fact that the construction
sector was at the center of the economic recession. As a result, workers exposed to the
negative labor demand shock faced very low chances of re-entering employment. We
show that this led to long unemployment spells, stress, hopelessness, and feelings of
uselessness. These effects point towards a potential channel for unemployment
hysteresis.
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1 Introduction
The Great Economic Recession which started with a global financial crisis in 2007 had
severe effects on the Spanish labor market (Bentolila et al. 2017). In particular, the unem-
ployment rate followed a dramatic path, increasing from about 8% in 2007 to more than
25% in 2011. The construction sector was hit the hardest: more than 60% of all jobs in this
sector were lost by 2013.1 As a result, employment in this sector decreased from 13% of
total employment in 2007 to less than 6% in 2013. The repercussions of the crisis can still
be felt today. According to EuroStat, long-term unemployment in Spain is falling but stays
high: it was at 7.1% in the fourth quarter of 2017, approximately twice the EU15 average
for the same period.
This article shows that the unemployment spells suffered by workers in Spain dur-
ing the Great Recession led to a drastic relative deterioration of their mental health.
Figure 1 presents measures of mental well-being by employment status taken from the
Spanish National Health Surveys of 2006 and 2011. Unemployed workers are clearly in
worse health than their employed counterparts. They are less self-confident, appear over-
whelmed by their problems, and report markedly higher diagnosed mental disorders.
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Fig. 1 Unemployment and mental health. Note: Yes and No respectively represent “worse than usual”
answers. Source: Spanish National Health Survey. Years 2006 and 2011
However, these are simple correlations and are, therefore, uninformative about the under-
lying direction of causality. Mental disorders such as depression or chronic anxiety could
be the result of unemployment, but it could also be that poor mental health leads to job
loss or the inability to find employment.
The relationship between unemployment and health has been extensively explored.
Alternative identification strategies, data sets, and labormarket conditions have produced
a vast array of results. These range from very large effects on mortality after job displace-
ment (50–100% increases) as in Sullivan and von Wachter (2009), Eliason and Storrie
(2009a) or Browning and Heinesen (2012) to relatively small ones (10–15% increases) as
in Rege et al. (2009). The variance of the estimated effects on other—less severe—health
andmental health outcomes is even larger, both within and across outcomes. Remarkably,
several excellent studies find almost negligible (Kuhn et al. 2009; Black et al. 2015) and
even zero effects (Salm 2009; Browning et al. 2006; Roulet A: The Effect of Unemployment
on Health: Evidence fromDenmark, unpublished). Most of the previous studies in this lit-
erature employ plant closure to identify the effects of job losses on health. This approach
provides a plausible exogenous source of variation to entries into unemployment. How-
ever, there may be some concerns when it comes to estimating longer term effects of
unemployment itself because of the non-random nature of exits from unemployment.
In this paper, we exploit the unique situation in the Spanish labor market following the
Great Economic Recession to overcome this potential limitation. Namely, we take advan-
tage of the severe—and lasting—impact of the economic recession on job destruction
to estimate the effect of job losses on mental health with only minimal selection out of
unemployment. Over the last decade, the deterioration of employment opportunities in
Spain was directly linked to workers’ exposure to the construction sector. In addition, the
high concentration of job destruction in this sector, where workers with little education
had been attracted by a decade of expansion, made unemployment a very hard trap to
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escape. Hence, the negative labor demand shock resulting from the collapse of the hous-
ing market resulted in job losses followed by a very low re-employment probability for
the most affected workers—namely, unskilled young workers in construction (ILO 2014).
We show that long-term unemployment in this group increased dramatically and argue
that the nature of this economic episode allows us to identify the effect of job losses on
health minimizing the potential biases resulting from the selection of workers in and out
of unemployment.
Our identification strategy follows that in Bartik (1991) and Blanchard and Katz (1992)
where the regional composition of the economy (or the importance of the construc-
tion sector) at an initial period (pre-crisis years) is used to predict exogenous changes in
employment over time. Our IV estimates suggest an important negative effect of unem-
ployment on mental health, while less robust findings appear on other health outcomes,
including death rates. We also find that the IV estimates are larger than those suggested
by Fig. 1 or the OLS regressions. These findings support the view that selection out of
unemployment might be an important factor when analyzing the relationship between
unemployment and mental health. In this view, laid-off workers from construction got
trapped in long-term unemployment by drastic shifts in the demand for labor. This
affected their mental health through stress and feelings of uselessness and helplessness.
Our results speak directly to the literature on hysteresis in unemployment (see
Blanchard (2018), for a recent review). Declining mental health is a plausible reason why
unemployment leads to an increased marginalization. Given our findings, understanding
hysteresis might then require a mix of macro- and micro-evidence because the effects of
unemployment on health could be a function of the severity of the macroeconomic shock.
If individuals who suffer the largest health losses select out of unemployment, we may
observe relatively minor and not persistent health effects of common economic shocks.
However, we expect important and persistent negative health effects—and hence larger
hysteresis—after large industry shocks which are hard to escape.
In the following section, we review the related literature. Section 3 presents evidence on
the changes in unemployment and unemployment duration with a focus on the construc-
tion sector. Section 4 discusses our data sources, and Section 5 provides a first look at the
data. Section 6 introduces the empirical model and discusses our identification strategy.
Section 7 presents our estimation results and some robustness checks. This is followed
by some concluding remarks in Section 8.
2 Related literature and contribution
It is a well-documented fact that unemployment is associated with bad health outcomes
(Kasl and Jones 2000). However, an unresolved debate remains about the nature of this
association. At least three different mechanisms can lead to the observation that unem-
ployed workers are less healthy than employed ones. First, ill workers are more likely to
become unemployed (Böckerman and Ilmakunnas 2009; García-Gomez et al. 2010). Sec-
ond, there is evidence that poor health causes longer unemployment spells (Stewart 2001).
Finally, unemployment itself can lead to a deterioration of health.
The existing literature suggests that unemployment can adversely affect health andwell-
being through two main channels. First, unemployment has immediate monetary costs.
The sharp and persistent reduction of income that accompanies job losses (Ruhm 1991,
Jacobson et al. 1993, and Eliason and Storrie 2006) typically force unemployed individuals
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to make hard economic adjustments that may negatively affect, among other things, the
quality of their nutrition, housing, and health care. In addition, financial strain has con-
sistently been found to be an important predictor of psychological distress among the
unemployed (Kessler et al. 1987; Jackson and Warr 1984). Second, unemployment may
produce important non-monetary and social consequences related to the loss of work
relationships, self-esteem, sense of control, meaning of life, and time structure that may all
negatively affect (mental) health (Erikson 1959; Seligman 1975; Jahoda 1982; Warr 1987;
Goldsmith et al. 1996). Particularly relevant for our study is the phased response in emo-
tional well-being found by Hill (1977) and others. In the first stage of the unemployment
spell, the individual is still optimistic. In the second stage, when efforts to obtain work
fail, the individual becomes pessimistic and suffers active distress. In the third stage, the
unemployed become fatalistic and adapts to the new state. Helplessness becomes acute
among long-term unemployed.
Our paper focuses on the identification of the causal impact of being unemployed on
individual health and mental health. This is empirically challenging as the researcher
needs to effectively deal with reverse causality, whereby poorer (mental) health may
determine selection into both unemployment and longer spells of unemployment. Firm
downsizing and plant closures have been often used to identify the causal effect of job loss
on health. These events provide an arguably exogenous source of variation for the unem-
ployment entry rate as job losses are unlikely to be related to workers’ health.2 Using this
approach, several studies have documented higher risk of mortality after job displacement
for affected workers (Sullivan and vonWachter 2009; Eliason and Storrie 2009a; Browning
and Heinesen 2012). Higher utilization of sickness benefits and disability pension has also
been documented as a consequence of firm downsizing or closure (Rege et al. 2009). Fur-
ther, there is evidence that job displacement increases the likelihood of reporting poor
health, suicide attempts, hospitalization, mental illness, and substance abuse (Eliason and
Storrie 2009b; Browning and Heinesen 2012; Black et al. 2015; Schaller and Stevens 2015).
However, this literature is characterized by a relatively large heterogeneity in the mag-
nitude and statistical significance of the estimated effects. Indeed, studies that identify
very large health effects on individuals laid off due to plant closures (Sullivan and von
Wachter 2009; Browning and Heinesen 2012) coexist with papers that estimate almost
negligible (Kuhn et al. 2009; Black et al. 2015) and even zero effects (Salm 2009; Browning
et al. 2006; Roulet A: The Effect of Unemployment on Health: Evidence from Denmark,
unpublished). Differences in the overall labor market conditions laid-off workers face
after dismissal may explain why these studies reach very different conclusions on the
effect of unemployment on health. Eliason and Storrie (2009a), for instance, acknowl-
edge that their plant closure approach may underestimate the true impact of becoming
unemployed because the displaced workers in their sample faced a very buoyant labor
market and many of them got new jobs without even experiencing unemployment. Simi-
larly, Browning andHeinesen (2012) find that job losses in high unemployment areas have
larger effects on mortality than job losses in less economically depressed areas.3 (Roulet
A: The Effect of Unemployment on Health: Evidence from Denmark, unpublished) fur-
ther suggests that the generosity of unemployment benefit schemes and welfare state
may also affect the magnitude of these effects. An alternative plausible explanation is the
non-random process of unemployment exits. For example, there is evidence that individ-
uals who suffer more from being unemployed exert a larger effort in searching for a job
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(Gielgen and van Ours 2014) and are less likely to remain unemployed for longer periods
of time (Clark 2003 and Clark et al. 2001).
Our contribution to this body of evidence is twofold. First, we study the case of Spain
using the commonly employed shift-share instrument (Bartik 1991), which combines the
local industry composition with national changes in employment across industries to iso-
late the local labor demand shocks.4 The special features of the Spanish economic crisis
allow us to identify the effect of the collapse of a large part of an industry, namely the con-
struction sector, on those workers exposed to it.5 This sets us apart from the literature
studying unemployment in normal times and from the literature on plant closure, which
has not analyzed situations in which half of the plants in a region close simultaneously—a
situation which was not uncommon during the Spanish crisis. Second, we provide a con-
ceptual explanation for our findings. If those potentially most affected by job losses are
not able to find employment quickly, a channel which holds down the effect of unem-
ployment on health in normal times, the estimated effect will be magnified. The role of
endogenous job search has been previously considered in the literature, but the size of our
estimates suggests it is not a negligible factor during a large crisis. This has significance
beyond the case of Spain which we turn towards in the conclusion.
Our paper is also related to another stream of the literature that has examined the
relationship between health and aggregate economic conditions, in particular unemploy-
ment. Several authors have documented that aggregate mortality is strongly procyclical
(Ruhm 2000, 2005; Miller et al. 2009; Stevens et al. 2015), but that mental health
(measured by the suicide rate) deteriorates during economic downturns (Ruhm 2003).
The literature on happiness and subjective well-being has also shown that higher lev-
els of unemployment are linked to lower reported happiness (Clark and Oswald 1994;
Winkelmann and Winkelmann 1998; Di Tella et al. 2001; Stutzer and Lalive 2004). Stud-
ies based on individual data also identify a positive effect of unemployment on suicide,
depression, physician consultations, illness episodes, and substance abuse (see, among
others, Dooley et al. 1996 and Browning and Heinesen 2012). In a recent paper also
using individual data, (Colantone I, Crinò R, Ogliari L: Globalization and Mental Dis-
tress, unpublished) document a negative relationship between labor market conditions
(measured by import competition) and mental distress.
Finally, our results directly speak to the literature which tries to explain hysteresis in the
economy and, in particular, in the labor market. One hypothesis in this regard is that the
longer workers are unemployed the less they become tied to the job market.6 This means
that large negative shocks to the economy have a lasting impact on the labor market. Our
results are very much in line with supply-side explanations for this phenomenon such
as in Krueger and Mueller (2011). In particular, if in normal times those who anticipate
damage to their mental health select out of long-term unemployment, then we should
expect to see worse treatment effects and marginalization in groups that are pushed into
unemployment by a large exogenous shock which is hard to escape.7
3 The Spanish economic crisis
In this section, we describe the main aspects of the economic crisis in Spain. In partic-
ular, we highlight three important features that are relevant for our empirical strategy.
First, the labor market shock experienced by the Spanish population was severe when
compared to other countries. Unemployment increased dramatically (by more than 15
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percentage points), affecting mainly young and unskilled workers. Second, the negative
shock to employment opportunities was mainly concentrated in the construction sector.
Third, individuals who lost their jobs faced extremely adverse labor market conditions
leading to a dramatic increase in the average duration of unemployment spells.
Figure 2 plots the unemployment rate (panel a) and the share of long-term unemployed
workers (i.e. people who have been unemployed for 12 months or more; panel b) in
four OECD countries (USA, UK, Germany, and Spain) over the period 2000–2016. From
Fig. 2a we can see that the unemployment rate grew from a level similar to Germany in
2007 to a rate between 15 and 20 percentage points higher a few years later. Most recently,
unemployment has slightly declined but it still remains remarkably high. Figure 2b shows
that, with a delay of 2 years, the share of long-term unemployment also increased dra-
matically in Spain. Whereas 20% of all unemployed workers were long-term ones in 2008,
this share increased to close to 50% in 2012. This means that a large share of individu-
als who lost their job in 2008 and 2009 could not find a new one afterwards. Moreover, a
striking feature of both panels in Fig. 2 is the persistency in the level and the duration of
unemployment.
Figure 3 highlights the connection between the size of the construction sector and the
increase in unemployment in Spain. The y-axis displays the change in the unemploy-
ment rate between 2006 and 2011 in the 52 Spanish provinces. On the x-axis, we report
the share of employment in the construction sector over the total active population in
2006, before the crisis hit in 2007. The figure clearly shows that the largest increases in
unemployment were observed in those regions where employment in construction was
the highest before the crisis. Some provinces had almost 1/5 of their active population
employed in construction when the housing market collapsed. Five years later unemploy-
ment had risen by a similar amount. In contrast, in regions with less construction, the
unemployment rate displayed a much less pronounced increase.
Individual reports on unemployment in the Spanish National Health Survey (NHS)
sample (the survey we use for our empirical analysis; see Section 4) also reveal these
dramatic changes in the labor market. Figure 4a shows how the distribution of unemploy-
ment duration in the NHS sample changed dramatically between years 2006 (blue bars)
and 2011 (red plus blue bar). In 2006, about half the unemployed workers experienced
spells that lasted less than 6 months. As a result of the economic downturn, this group

















































Fig. 2 Comparison of unemployment in Spain and other OECD countries. a Unemployment rate, b Share of
long-term unemployment (people who have been unemployed for 12 months or more). Note: Data is from
the OECD unemployment statistics
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Fig. 3 Changes in unemployment and the construction sector. Note: Each point represents one of the 52
Spanish provinces. Source: Spanish Labor Force Survey
a
b
Fig. 4 a Increase in unemployment duration (all individuals). b Increase unemployment duration (formerly
employed in construction). Note: Authors’ elaboration from Spanish National Health Survey data
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of the additional unemployed workers, however, experienced longer spells. In particu-
lar, the group with unemployment spells of more than 2 years more than tripled in size
from about 2% in 2006 to almost 8% in 2011. Construction workers were most affected by
long-term unemployment. In the National Health Survey, individuals are asked in both
2006 and 2011 whether their current or last employment was in construction. Figure 4b
shows unemployment duration in this group, again as percent of the active population.
Unemployment in this group increased particularly strongly and an overwhelmingmajor-
ity of the additional unemployed was without employment for longer than a year in 2011.
It should be clear from these numbers that, if anything, the pattern of unemployment
duration displayed in Fig. 2 should be even more extreme for construction workers.
This descriptive evidence indicate that workers in construction were severely affected
by the economic recession. They not only faced massive layoffs that largely contributed
to a sharp increase in the aggregate unemployment rate but also had a hard time find-
ing new jobs opportunities in alternatives industries of a depressed labor market. As a
result, a large percentage of construction workers had very low re-employment chances
and became long-term unemployed.
4 Data and descriptives statistics
Our empirical analysis is based on data from the Spanish National Health Survey
(Encuesta Nacional de Salud). This survey contains individual information on physical
and mental health, employment status as well as other socioeconomic characteristics.
The NHS is a cross-sectional survey that exists for various years between 1987 and 2011.
Unfortunately, the questions are often not fully comparable across different waves of the
survey. Most of our analysis will thus focus on the comparison between the year 2006
(just before the collapse of the Spanish economy) and 2011 (in the middle of the economic
downturn), using the last two waves of the survey that asked almost identical questions.
We present additional results for a general health measure that was consistently recorded
in the years 2001, 2003, 2006, and 2011.8
Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the variables we use from the NHS. We
restrict the analysis to individuals older than 16 and younger than 65. Unless stated oth-
erwise, we only look at the active population. The sample size is about 46,000 in the
larger sample and almost 25,000 in the last two waves (2006 and 2011), although it varies
slightly depending on the specific health question we consider. The survey provides very
detailed questions on several aspects of health. First, respondents are required to pro-
vide a self assessment of their general health status over the last year, classifying it in very
good/good/bad/very bad health. We recode this variable giving values of 1 to reports of
very good or good health and 0 otherwise. Almost 80% of our sample reports good or
very good health: this share does not change depending on the sample, suggesting a rela-
tive stability of subjective health over time. Second, respondents are asked whether they
received a diagnosis from a doctor for a set of different illnesses during the last 12months:
chronic back pain, chronic headache, heart attack, stroke, and mental disorder. Of partic-
ular interest for us is the question regarding whether the respondent has been diagnosed
with a mental disorder (i.e., depression or chronic anxiety): 8.4% report a mental disor-
der diagnosis in the surveys 2006–2011. Third, a measure of self-reported mental health
is obtained by asking respondents whether they suffer from some mental disorder dur-
ing the last year. The share of respondents who report suffering from mental disorder
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Table 1 Summary statistics
Variable Mean Std. dev
Panel A - NHS (2001, 2003, 2006, 2011)
Age 39.262 11.137
Male 0.583 0.493
Secondary education 0.559 0.496
College education 0.220 0.414
Unemployed 0.162 0.369
Reported good health 0.789 0.408
Mental disorder diagnosed by doctor 0.068 0.251
Observations 46247
Panel B - NHS health questions (2006, 2011)
Health and Mental Health
Reported good health 0.790 0.407
Mental disorder diagnosed by doctor 0.084 0.278
Mental disorder reported 0.087 0.283
Chronic backpain diagnosed 0.224 0.417
Chronic headache diagnosed 0.093 0.290
Heart attack diagnosed 0.029 0.167
Stroke diagnosed 0.004 0.063
Present or previous employment in construction 0.109 0.311
GHQ Mental Health Survery (Caseness Coding)
Mental disorder GHQ questionaire total score 1.292 2.299
Lost sleep 0.240 0.427
Felt under strain 0.257 0.437
Unable to enjoy activities 0.102 0.303
Unhappy or depressed 0.141 0.348
Feeling unhappy 0.059 0.236
Unable to concentrate 0.114 0.318
Unable to make decisions 0.042 0.201
Unable to overcome difficulties 0.120 0.325
Unable to face problems 0.056 0.229
Feeling useless 0.064 0.245
Lost self confidence 0.065 0.246
Worthless person 0.032 0.177
Observations 24856
(8.7%) is slightly larger than those reporting to have received a diagnosis for mental
disorder.
Health was improving slightly between 2006 and 2011. The percentage of individuals
reporting good health increased from 76 to 81%, for example. Reported mental disorders
fell from 9% in 2006 to 7% in 2011.9 However, this positive trend was not uniform: indi-
viduals associated with the construction sector reported slightly worse mental health on
average in 2011 than in 2006 (see Additional file 1: Table A1).
In 2006 and 2011, the National Health Survey conducted a special module of 12 ques-
tions related to mental well-being (see panel B in Table 1) which are part of the General
Health Questionnaire (GHQ), a screening instrument developed to identify psychiatric
illness (Goldberg 1972). GHQ indexes have been recently used in economic papers to
study both mental health (Dustmann and Fasani 2016) and general individual well-being
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(Clark and Oswald 1994 and Clark 2003).10 For each question, respondents can choose
among four answers: much worse than usual, worse than usual, as usual, and better than
usual. Responses to the GHQ questions are coded between 0 and 3, where 3 is always
the worst outcome, 1 is the default, and 0 indicates a better than usual status. The GHQ
questions can be grouped in three categories. The first group includes stress-related indi-
cators and questions for general well-being (e.g. “In the last couple of weeks have you:
...lost much sleep over worry? ...felt constantly under strain? ...been feeling reasonably
happy, all things considered?”). The second category tests the decision-making capacity
of individuals (e.g., “In the last couple of weeks have you: ...been able to concentrate on
whatever you are doing? ...felt capable of making decisions about things?”). Finally, the
third category contains questions about individual self-perception (e.g. “In the last couple
of weeks have you: ...felt you were playing useful part in things? ...being thinking of your-
self as a worthless person?”). There is substantial variation in responses to the different
GHQ items. For instance, about one fourth of the respondents answer “worse than usual”
to the questions related to losing sleep over worry or to feeling constantly under strain,
while only 3% report a higher propensity to think of themselves as worthless individuals.
A common procedure in empirical analyses is to aggregate the different GHQ items in a
single index. The literature has suggested alternative procedures.We employ theCaseness
scale, which counts the number of questions for which the response is in one of the two
“worse than usual” categories. That is, it follows the coding 0-0-1-1 and the resulting score
runs from 12 (all 12 responses indicating poor mental health) to zero (no response indi-
cating poor mental health). The mean of the Caseness GHQ score in our sample is 1.29
and its standard deviation is 2.29. We also employ the Likert scale, where the responses to
each item are scored using the full code (0-1-2-3) and then summed up. Hence, the Lik-
ert score varies between zero (no mental distress) and 36 (highest mental distress). In our
sample, this measure has a mean of 9.88 with a standard deviation of 4.37.11
The GHQ has been criticized as likely to miss long-standing mental health problems.
Individuals suffering from chronic conditions may respond “no more than usual” to the
GHQquestions and be counted asmentally healthy, as neither the Caseness nor the Likert
scale would capture the presence of a disorder in this case. To overcome this problem, we
employ the adjusted Caseness scale (Goodchild and Duncan Jones 1985) which differen-
tially treats positive (e.g. “...have you felt capable of making decisions about things?”) and
negative (e.g. “...have you lost much sleep over worry?”) questions in the GHQ question-
naire. In particular, the 0-0-1-1 code is used only for positive questions while the coding
0-1-1-1 is used for negative ones. This implies that the answer “as usual” is treated as an
indicator of good mental health in the former case and of poor mental health in the latter.
The adjusted Caseness scale has mean 3.25 (sd 2.68) in our sample (see Additional file 1:
Table A2).
Our analysis with the National Health Survey is complemented with data from sev-
eral other sources. First, we use data from the Spanish Labor Force Survey (Encuesta de
Población Activa - EPA) to capture the exposure of Spanish workers to the economic
shock. The EPA sample we use includes 65,000 interviewed households per quarter,
which implies approximately 180,000 people. Second, as an additional check of our
methodology, we use data from different opinion surveys conducted by the Centro de
Investigaciones Sociológicas (CIS) in 2000, 2003, 2008, and 2012. In these years, individ-
uals are asked about their life satisfaction (“In general, how satisfied are you with your
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life?”). The sample for the 4 years contains 7742 individuals, aged 18 to 64 years old.12
Third, we use data on deaths from suicides at the province level over the period 2000
to 2012 available from the death records of the Spanish Statistical Office. Finally, we
use population data to build rates (i.e., death rate, unemployment rate). These data are
gathered from the municipal registry (Padron Municipal) from 2000 to 2011 and can be
disaggregated at the provincial level.
5 Health and unemployment: descriptive evidence
We start our empirical analysis by estimating the following OLS regression:
healthipt = αuipt + βXipt + θp + ηt + νipt (1)
where the dependent variable, healthipt , is a measure of health for individual i, residing
in province p at time t. The model includes a dummy variable to capture whether the
respondent is unemployed, uipt (our main regressor of interest), a vector of individual
socioeconomic characteristics, Xipt , province fixed effects, θp, year dummies, ηt , and an
error term νipt .
Table 2 shows the first set of results. In the first column, the dependent variable is an
indicator that takes value 1 if the respondent declares to be in good or very good health
and 0 otherwise. This question is common to all the waves of the survey, and thus, we
include in estimation all the observations since 2001.13 A gender dummy and an indicator
for being younger than 40 are included as additional controls. The estimated coefficient
on the unemployment dummy implies that the unemployed are 8 percentage points less
likely to report good health (column 1). There is also strong evidence that men and young
individuals report better health. In unreported regressions, we find that these results still
hold when controlling for education categories or finer age groups.
The remaining columns of Table 2 display the results of an alternative empirical specifi-
cation employed in most of the paper. This new specification is based on a cell-level panel
where cells are defined by three variables: age, sex, and province of residence. We intro-
duce these cells in order to be able to construct a panel that spans different waves of the
NHS. Cells, c, are defined by:
c : {under40, province,male}
which gives us 2 × 51 × 2 = 204 cells. The construction of cells c allows us to compare
changes in health outcomes within cells over time, holding a combination of individual
characteristics (i.e., age and gender) and geography fixed. Accordingly, we include cell
fixed effects θc in the specification in Eq. (1) and estimate the following model:
healthict = αuict + θc + ηt + νict . (2)
where the dependent variable, healthict , is a measure of health for individual i, in cell c
at time t, and the other variables are as in Eq. (1). We think of these cells as a reasonable
measure of the labor market an individual belongs to.14 The new specification is quite
demanding as it now exclusively exploits within-cell variation, allowing average health
levels to vary across cells. Note that when we use cell fixed effects, we control for any
unobservable difference that may exists between these different labor markets.
Estimates reported in column (2) of Table 2 show that our more stringent specification
provides very similar results regarding general health. Columns (4) to (8) maintain the
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cell specification and columns (4) to (8) restrict the sample to the comparable survey
waves in 2006 and 2011 to look at additional outcomes. Column (3) shows that mental
disorders are 5 percentage points more likely among the unemployed. Other illnesses
like chronic headaches and heart attacks are also more likely among the unemployed.
However, here, the magnitudes are much smaller. Heart attacks, for example, increase by
only one percentage point with unemployment.15
The estimates in Table 2 highlight a clear correlation between mental health and, to
a lesser extent, health in general and unemployment; however, they are uninformative
about which direction causality runs. To this end, we employ an instrumental variable
strategy based on the massive destruction of jobs in the construction resulting from the
bursting of the Spanish housing bubble.
6 Empirical strategy
6.1 Theoretical discussion
Our empirical analysis exploits the features of the recent Spanish economic crisis to iden-
tify the causal effect of unemployment on health. We employ a two-stage least square
estimation technique where the individual unemployment variable in Eq. (2) is instru-
mented using cell-level exposure to the collapse of employment opportunities in the
construction sector. We argue that this instrument, in the context of the Spanish reces-
sion, satisfies the exclusion restriction, by generating job losses that are exogenous to
unobserved individual characteristics. We further discuss that, in our context, re-entry
into employment is almost impossible, a fact that bears important implications for the
interpretation of our results. We next examine these two assumptions theoretically in a
static framework.16
Let us first assume that the effect of unemployment on health is homogeneous in the
population. We could estimate the following equation:
hit = αuit + μi + εit (3)
where hit is (mental) health status of individual i at time t, uit is a dummy equal one if
the individual i is unemployed at time t, μi is an individual fixed effect, and εit is an error
term.17 If being unemployed negatively affects an individual’s health, we should expect
the coefficient α on the unemployment dummy to be negative. As discussed in Section 2,
however, there are many reasons to expect the individual unemployment status to be cor-
related with the individual fixed effect. Estimating Eq. (3) with OLS would then produce
biased estimates of the coefficient of interest:
αOLS = α + E(μi|uit = 1) − E(μi|uit = 0).
In particular, under the realistic assumption that healthier individuals are less likely to
be unemployed—for instance, because productivity is increasing in health and employ-
ers prefer hiring healthier individuals—we would expect individual fixed effects and the
probability of being unemployed to be negatively correlated. This implies that the bias is
negative (E(μi|uit = 1) − E(μi|uit = 0) < 0) and that the OLS estimator would be down-
ward biased, exaggerating the negative effect of unemployment on health. In this context,
the OLS estimate of the α coefficient would be larger in absolute value than an IV estimate
that managed to remove the negative selection bias.
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However, there is no reason to expect the effect of job loss to be homogenous in the
population. We can expect different individuals to react differently to the experience of
being unemployed. Being laid off can be a psychologically devastating experience for some
people whereas for others it may just represent an unfortunate incident in life.18 With het-
erogeneous effects of unemployment on health, the coefficient αi varies at the individual
level and Eq. (3) can be re-written as:
hit = αiuit + μi + εit (4)
We define the average treatment effect (ATE) of unemployment in the population as
αATE = E(αi) and re-write equation (4) as:




uit + μi + εit = αATEuit + eit
where eit = (αi −αATE)uit +μi + εit . In this case, the OLS estimate of the coefficient α is:







In the presence of heterogeneous effects of unemployment on health, the selection bias
has now two components. First, the term [E[μi|ui = 1]−E[μi|ui = 0] ] which captures
the selection on underlying health status into unemployment. This term also appears in
the case of homogeneous effects and is expected to be negative if healthier individuals are
less likely to be unemployed. The second term, E[
(
αi − αATE
) |ui = 1], is the selection on
the “ returns” to unemployment, and it reflects the heterogeneity across individuals in the
effect of unemployment on health. Its sign depends on how these effects are associated to
the individual probability of being unemployed. If individuals who suffer the most from
unemployment (i.e., individuals whose αi is even more negative than the average in the
population, αATE) have stronger incentives to exert effort to retain their jobs (if employed)
and to search more intensively to find a new job (if unemployed), we should expect this
term to be positive.19 Indeed, if individuals with higher potential (mental) health loss
from unemployment have a lower probability of being unemployed, unemployed workers
should have αi above the average in the population.20 Therefore, in the presence of het-
erogeneous effects of unemployment, we have two sources of bias in the OLS estimator
and we may expect them to have opposite signs.21 Differently from the homogenous case,
it is now unclear whether the OLS estimator would over—rather than under—estimate
the causal parameter of interest. The bias will depend on whether selection in and out
of unemployment correlates with health status, with the health loss in unemployment or
with both.
In order to retrieve the causal effect of unemployment on health, one needs an instru-
ment that is uncorrelated with both the unobservable health status of workers (μi) and the
unobservable individual “health effect” from being unemployed (αi). In other words, one
would need an exogenous shock that pushes individuals into unemployment irrespective
of their unobservables characteristics. The literature has proposed to use plant closures
as instrument in this context (Sullivan and von Wachter 2009; Eliason and Storrie 2009a;
Browning and Heinesen 2012; Black et al. 2015). When a plant shuts down, all employees
are generally laid off and, for these workers, the entry into unemployment is orthogonal
to their unobservable individual characteristics.
The instrument we propose in this paper is based on the collapse of an entire sector—
the construction sector in Spain—and follows a similar logic. Workers employed in this
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sector suddenly lost their jobs, irrespectively of their underlying health status and of
the effect that being unemployed may have produced on their health. In the presence
of heterogeneous effects of unemployment on health, our IV strategy identifies a Local
Average Treatment Effect (LATE) on a specific population of compliers, namely workers
who entered unemployment as a consequence of the collapse of the construction sec-
tor but who would have been employed in the absence of this aggregate macro shock. If
these workers felt particularly distressed by entering unemployment—because it was an
unexpected event, they lost relatively well-paid occupations, they had low expectations of
finding an alternative job, etc. (see Section 3)—the LATE effect we estimate may well be
larger than the average treatment effect in the population.
Both the plant and the sector closure approach arguably generate an initial quasi-
random assignment to unemployment. From the day after being laid off, however,
fired workers will start reacting differently to their new status. In particular, we should
expect those who fear to suffer the most from being jobless to more actively search for
employment (Gielgen and Van Ours 2014). Over time, this endogenous selection out of
unemployment will imply that those who remain unemployed suffer less from being job-
less.We can interpret this selection as (endogenous) imperfect compliance with respect to
the initial random assignment. In this regard, the plant and the sector closure differ along
one important dimension. Workers laid off due to a negative idiosyncratic shock that hit
their plant will look for a job in a labor market that is generally not experiencing adverse
conditions. Theymay relatively quickly move out from unemployment, find a job in a new
firm that values their skills, and minimize the damage that remaining unemployed may
cause on their physical and mental health (Black et al. 2015). In contrast, workers who
become unemployed because of the collapse of their entire sector of employment may
have a very hard time in finding an alternative occupation. They will likely be trapped in
unemployment until they manage to update their skills and change sector.22 These differ-
ential unemployment exit rates also imply that becoming jobless due to the collapse of a
sector is a muchmore severe treatment than losing the job due to a plant closure. Not only
the treatment is more persistent but also agents who anticipate this longer persistency
may suffer even more from losing their job. If being fired is always a disappointing experi-
ence, entering unemployment with the expectation of remaining in that status for a long
period is likely to magnify its distressing effects. Using our identification strategy, there-
fore, we would expect to observe larger effects on health relative to papers that instead
based their identification on firm closures.
6.2 Construction of the instrument
The previous discussion highlights that we need a variable that captures exogenous job
losses and homogenous re-employment probabilities across workers. The evolution of
employment in the Spanish construction sector can serve as an instrument for both. First,
the collapse of the sector meant that individual fortunes were driven by an exogenous
shock. Between 2007 and 2012, employment fell by more than 60%.23 Many businesses
had to close: bankruptcies in construction shot up from just around 200 per year in the
period 2005 to 2007 to around 1500 per year in the period 2008 to 2010, and they reached
1900 in 2011 (Source: Spanish Statistical Office). The increase in bankruptcies was not
only in absolute terms but also in relative terms: about 33% of all bankruptcies in Spain
between 2008 and 2010 were by companies in construction. This suggests that if we use
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employment in construction as an instrument for unemployment, we will be capturing
job losses due mostly to plant closures from the year 2007 onwards. Second, workers in
construction were often unskilled with a training very specific to the sector. Thus, as a
result of the collapse, they had a hard time in finding a new job and were trapped in
unemployment for a long period.24
We build our instrument relying on the heterogenous exposure of different groups to
the construction sector. The idea behind our identification strategy is to use changes in
the demand for labor at the aggregate level as an instrument for unemployment at the
cell level. Our instrument builds on the strategy in Bartik (1991) and Blanchard and Katz
(1992) whereby the industrial composition of the economy at an initial period is used to
predict exogenous changes in employment over time.
To implement our instrument, we use the Spanish Labor Force Survey (EPA) data
and aggregate to the cell level to generate a measure of the employment shock in the
different sectors of the Spanish economy.25 As before, we use cells spanned by three
characteristics—age, sex and province of residence: c = {under40, province,male}. For
each of these cells, we construct employment shares by 10 industries (j) in 2000.26 We
refer to these shares as sc,j,2000. As a second step, we calculate the change in aggregate






where Ej,t is the number of workers in industry j and year t. We focus on employment
changes as it gives us a measure of the intensity of employment shocks in each period.
Both our first and second stage results are robust to using employment levels or the
change in levels.
Figure 5 shows employment growth in Spain. We plot the average employment growth
for all sectors with a dashed line and employment growth in construction with a solid one.
The picture shows that until 2007, employment was growing in Spain, but the boom was
particularly large in construction where growth was above average in all years. However,
in 2007, the shock hit and employment fell across the board. The shock was particularly
strong in construction where employment shrank by more than 20% in 2009 and growth
was below − 10 percent in all years after 2007. As a result, more than 60% of all jobs that
existed in construction in 2007 were lost in the following years. This was a very drastic
development even when compared to the generally dramatic change in the Spanish labor
market, where most sectors shed about 15 percent of employment after 2007.
We use the interaction between the share of employment in construction at the cell
level in 2000 (i.e., sc,constr,2000) and the annual employment growth in construction at the
national level (i.e., gconstr,t) as our main instrument for cell unemployment. That is:
construcIVc,t = sc,constr,2000 ∗ gconstr,t .




sc,j,2000 ∗ gj,t .
Our first stage regression then follows:
uict = δconstrucIVc,t + θc + ηt + μict (5)
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sector average construction
Fig. 5 Employment growth in Spain. Source: Spanish Labor Force Survey
where the unemployment status of individual i, in cell c, at time t, is regressed on the
cell-specific instrument. The regression includes a full set of cell fixed effects, θc, and
year fixed effects, ηt . In this specification, the parameter δ captures the change in unem-
ployment for individuals which can be explained by the change in job opportunities in
construction.When estimating this first stage equation, we always cluster standard errors
at the cell-level (that is, at the level of variation of our instrument).
The idea behind this instrumental variable approach is that aggregate changes in
employment are not driven by cell-specific characteristics. Moreover, its interaction with
the industry composition in 2000 ensures that the exposure of cells to construction is pre-
determined. It is important to note that the effects identified through this approach are
driven by changes at the cell level (i.e., by changes within each of the over fifty Spanish
provinces). This implies that they cannot be explained by changes in the local economic
climate or public sector spending at the provincial level that may directly affect health
and mental health of resident workers. As a matter of fact, we show in the robustness
section that our findings strengthen when we control for province/year fixed effects (see
Section 7.3).
A potential concern regarding our IV approach is the possibility that changes in aggre-
gate unemployment may directly influence workers’ health, beyond the effect which goes
through individual unemployment. As a matter of fact, the sudden deterioration of labor
market conditions may negatively affect all workers, irrespectively of their employment
status. Employed workers, for instance, may suffer from perceiving a reduction in job
security and from worsening working conditions. The inclusion of province/year fixed
effects—as mentioned in the previous paragraph—captures any such effect that takes
place at the provincial level. Nevertheless, one may still worry that workers’ (mental)
health is directly affected by what happens at a finer-grained definition of labor market,
such as the cells we created (still, over and above the effect of their individual employment
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status). This would lead to a violation of the exclusion restriction as our instrument (pre-
dicted cell unemployment) would be correlated with a variable (cell unemployment) that
is hidden in the error term in our specification. Although this is a legitimate concern, in
our empirical analysis, we fail to find any evidence that cell-level unemployment produces
a statistically significant effect on individual health (see Section 7.3). This evidence—
together with the estimates that condition on province-year fixed effects—provides
strong support for the validity of our empirical strategy.
7 Results
7.1 First-stage estimates
Table 3 reports variations of the first-stage regression in Eq. (5). Columns (1)–(5) display
results for all the waves in the National Health Survey 2001, 2003, 2006, and 2011. Col-
umn (1) employs all industries in constructing the instrument. There is a clear negative
correlation between predicted employment growth and the level of unemployment at the
cell level. In column (2), the predicted level of total employment growth is divided into
construction and all other sectors. The results show that employment in construction is a
much stronger predictor of unemployment. This is consistent with the much more rapid
decline in construction employment relative to other industries (see Fig. 5) and with the
idea of construction as being at the centre of the crisis on the Spanish labor market. The
estimates in column (3) only include employment growth in construction. The coeffi-
cient is − 2.26, which implies that when employment in the sector shrank by about 15
percent this would have led to an increase in the unemployment rate of about 34 percent-
age points in cells that had all their employment in the construction sector in 2000. This
finding is robust to various modifications with respect to the definition of cells (columns
Table 3 Construction sector employment as predictor of unemployment
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)







(construction) − 2.340*** − 2.258*** − 2.325*** -2.429*** − 2.454***







Cell fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Survey years 2001–2011 2001–2011 2001–2011 2001–2011 2001–2011 2006–2011
Observations 46,358 46,358 46,358 46,275 46,358 25,544
R-squared 0.067 0.067 0.067 0.085 0.081 0.068
IV: F-statistic 18.17 12.82 25.03 34.69 33.41 29.01
Robust standard errors clustered at the cell level in parentheses: ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1. Sample are the years 2001 to
2011 except for column (6) where the sample is only 2006 and 2011. Regressions in columns (1), (2), (3), and (6) use cells defined
by provinces, sex, and a dummy of age < 40. Column (4) uses two age dummies < 30, > 50. Column (5) instead adds a dummy for
college education
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(4) and (5)) and also does not change if we focus on just the last two waves in 2006 and
2011 (column (6)). In all cases, our proposed instrument is a strong predictor of individ-
ual unemployment, with F-statistics well above the conventional threshold of 10 for weak
instruments (see Table 3, last row).
In our main analysis, we employ as a first-stage the results in column (6). The resulting
model provides fitted values, ûict , of the unemployment rate of up to 58%.27 The average
change of ûict across the two waves in the NHS is an increase of 12 percentage points and
the maximum increase is 24 percentage points. The group with the biggest increase are
men below 40 in provinces with large construction sectors. Our identification strategy
relies on the difference of these changes within cells over time, i.e., it tries to understand
whether the cell which suffered an increase in unemployment of 24 percentage points also
suffered a greater health loss than other cells.
7.2 Main results
Table 4 reports our main results from the second-stage regressions of several health and
mental health outcomes using the 2006 and 2011 NHS waves. The first column presents
the IV estimate of the effect of unemployment on reported good health. The point esti-
mate indicates a large and statistical significant negative effect. Namely, a 10 percentage
points increase in unemployment driven by the collapse in the construction sector leads
to a 3 percentage points decrease in the probability of reporting good or very good health.
This is about a 15% increase in the probability of not reporting good or very good health
in our sample. Columns (2) and (3) in Table 4 also indicate a significant increase in the
probability of self-reported mental disorders as well as on that diagnosed by a doctor.
The point estimates again indicate that a 10 percentage point increase in unemployment
increases the probability of suffering from amental disorder (both self-reported and diag-
nosed) by 3 percentage points, which represents an increase of about a third of the sample
mean prevalence of mental disorders.
Note that the IV estimates of the effect of unemployment on mental health are larger in
magnitude than the OLS reported in Table 2. This larger effect corresponds to the sub-
sample of the population on which the effect is identified, namely workers who lost their
job as a consequence of the collapse of the construction sector. As discussed in Section 3,
employment in construction fell by about 60% between 2007 and 2013 and the large
majority of those who lost their job in construction, 2.7% of the active population, slipped
into unemployment spells that lasted longer than one year. Accordingly, while workers
negatively affected by an idiosyncratic shock can quickly find a new job in any other firm,
workers laid off by the shut down of an entire sector find themselves trapped into unem-
ployment. Failure to re-enter employment for those who try hardest might have very high
costs on mental health.28
We then explore the effect of unemployment onmental health by reporting IV estimates
for the individual scores in the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12).29 Column (4)
in Table 4 displays the point estimates on the GHQ score where the 12 individual items
are aggregated using the Caseness scale.30 The point estimate is positive and statistically
significant, indicating that unemployment leads to an increase of 2.1 points on the GHQ
12 point scale. Again, an increase of 10 percentage points in unemployment would there-
fore lead to an increase by 0.2 points. This is particularly meaningful as a score of 1 or 2
is often used as a threshold in diagnosing mental disorders. In the remaining columns in
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Table 4, we show results on each individual item in the GHQ survey. The response to each
item is coded following the Caseness scale, so that a value of 1 means a worse than usual
response. On each question, we find a positive and fairly large coefficient. However, only
a few are significantly different from zero. In particular, the unemployed are 59% more
likely to report to be more under strain than usual and 27% less likely to be able to con-
centrate. Particularly, worrying is the finding that the unemployed are 25% less likely to
report to be able to overcome their difficulties and 22% less likely to think they play an
important part in things. Hence, long-term unemployment in this heavily affected group
has led to a feeling of uselessness. These results are particularly worrying as they point
towards a danger of the loss in mental health affecting job search.
In order to address some of the concerns in the literature regarding the validity of the
GHQ to capture changes in mental health (see Section 4), we employ alternative scales to
aggregate the responses to the different 12 items. The results are displayed in the three
first columns in Table 5. Column (1) replicates our previous finding using the Caseness
scale. Column (2) presents the estimates when using the adjusted Caseness scale that
pays attention to the wording of positive and negative questions. It uses the 0-0-1-1 only
for positive questions and the coding 0-1-1-1 for negative questions (i.e., “as usual” is
interpreted as negative). This alternative coding has been shown to alleviate the potential
concerns regarding the ability of the GHQ questionnaire to capture long-term changes in
mental health. Finally, column (3) shows the estimates of the Likert scale that exploits the
full coding in the survey (i.e., 0-1-2-3). The three alternative coding strategies lead to the
same conclusion and indicate that unemployment significantly increases the GHQ score.
The literature has also employed different thresholds in the GHQ score to identify the
presence of mental disorders. The remaining columns in Table 5 explore different cut-
off points at which a fictitious doctor would diagnose the presence of mental disorders
(Goldberg et al. 1998). We explore three different cut-offs: low cut-off, where individ-
uals at the top 30% of the GHQ score distribution are identified with mental disorders
(columns 4-6); medium cut-off, where individuals at the top 20% of the GHQ score dis-
tribution are identified with mental disorders (columns 7-9), and high cut-off, where only
individuals at the top 5% of the score distribution are identified with mental disorders
(columns 10-12). Choosing different thresholds allows us to check whether mild changes
in many individuals or dramatic changes in some individuals drive the result. We apply
the three cut-offs to the three different GHQ scale. A comparison of the different columns
in Table 5 indicates that the point estimate of the effect of unemployment is larger and
more significant for low and medium cut-offs. As a result, we conclude that unemployed
individuals are likely to suffer moderate rather than severe increases in mental disorders.
7.3 Robustness
We now present a series of robustness checks for our main results. First, we use alter-
native definitions of the cells we introduced in Table 3. Our first alternative uses a finer
distinction by age (c = {under30, over50, province, male}) and run the same regressions
as in Table 4. Note that we now have 306 cells and control for manymore cell fixed effects.
Results are reported in Table 6 and are generally unaffected by this change. If anything,
the results from the GHQ survey strengthen. We then add college education as an addi-
tional dimension (c = {under40, province, male, college} and, again, control for cell fixed
effects at this level (408 cells). Under this alternative definition, the results are also not
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significantly affected (see Table 7). The coefficient on the general health indicator drops
and becomes insignificant while several variables in the GHQ are now estimated with
more precision. Overall our results are remarkably robust to the variations in cells. This
suggests that our way of constructing cells is not crucial for the results we find.
Further, Table 8 presents a number of additional robustness checks. Column (1) uses
employment growth in the previous three years to instrument for unemployment. Results
remain unchanged. This is also true if we just use employment levels or employment
changes.We also tried using total employment and again our results are robust.31 Column
(2) uses only variation at the province level, clustering also only at this level. We still find
a positive coefficient but the standard errors are now much larger, and the coefficient
becomes insignificant. This suggests that within-province variation is the main driver of
our results. Column (3) uses the unemployment rate at the cell level constructed from the
Spanish Labor Force Survey instead of individual employment. Our results are robust to
this different way of looking at the data. In column (4), we add the inactive population
(pensioners, students, individuals working from home) and our results on unemployment
do not change.
The, perhaps, most important robustness checks of our results are in columns (6) to (8).
Here, we add province/year fixed effects to our main specification. This means we iden-
tify the effect of unemployment entirely from within-province variation so that changes
in local availability of credit, social stigma, public sector spending, etc., which are only
changing at the province level are controlled for. Our results are robust to this and even
strengthen slightly. This is also true for all other measures of mental health presented in
Table 4. In column (7), we add the waves 2001 and 2003. Unfortunately, the questions
regarding mental disorder were not the same between 2001/2003 and 2006/2011 so that
we need to switch to the more generic question of overall good health. The coefficient is
very similar to the one in our main table (Table 4, column (1)). In column (8), we include
a time trend for men. This is based on the idea that our construction sector instrument
could be capturing the relative movement of mental health between men and women.
Our results strengthen under this alternative specification, suggesting that the construc-
tion sector instrument does not merely capture long term gender trends. Our findings
can only be explained by the fact that self-reported health first improved in cells which
were close to the construction sector and then deteriorated. The relative peak in health
was reached in 2006—at a time when unemployment in these cells was lowest.
Finally, we assess whether changes in aggregate unemployment may have a direct effect
on workers’ health beyond the direct effect of individual unemployment. Indeed, both
employed and unemployed workers may suffer from seeing a general worsening of labor
market conditions around them. We have already partially addressed this concern in
the last specifications discussed in Table 8 (columns (6) to (8)) through the inclusion of
province-year fixed effects which absorb any time-varying factor affecting mental health
at the provincial level. We now focus on a narrower definition of labor market, namely
the cell. Note that if cell-level unemployment affects individual health, not including this
variable in the specification would potentially bias our IV results as the instrument (i.e.,
predicted cell employment in construction) would now be correlated with a relevant
omitted variable (i.e., cell unemployment) left in the error term. We can directly check
the plausibility of this concern by estimating OLS regressions of our main outcome vari-
ables on both individual and cell unemployment. Results are reported in Additional file 1:
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Table 8 Robustness

























Variables mental disorder diagnosed by doctor reported good health
Unemployed 0.306** 0.115 0.522** 0.316** 0.365*** − 0.283** − 0.606***
(0.138) (0.408) (0.217) (0.159) (0.132) (0.125) (0.156)
Cell fixed effects Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effects Yes No Yes Yes No No No
Province/yearfixed
effects
No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Observations 25,544 25,544 25,544 36,563 25,544 46,330 46,330
Robust standard errors clustered at the cell level in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1. Cells are defined by provinces,
sex and a dummy for age < 40. Columns (1) to (6) include data for years 2006 and 2011. Columns (7) and (8) include years 2001,
2003, 2006, and 2011. Column (3) uses unemployment at the cell level from the EPA instead of the dummy for unemployment
from the NHS. Column (2) controls for sex, dummy for age under 40, province and year fixed effects
Table A4 (and are directly comparable with estimates reported in Table 2 and in the first
column of Additional file 1: Table A3). Remarkably, the estimated coefficients on indi-
vidual unemployment are unaffected by the inclusion of the cell unemployment rate,
and this latter variable is not significantly correlated with individual health and mental
health. This evidence—together with the estimates that condition on province-year fixed
effects—supports the validity of our empirical strategy.
7.4 Additional results
Tables 9, 10, and 11 report additional results. In Table 9, we report IV estimates of
the effects of unemployment on other health outcomes. We find some weak evidence
that chronic headaches become more likely as a result of becoming unemployed, but
otherwise, we find very few consistent results. This is interesting as it suggests that unem-
ployment caused by the shock did not, yet, lead to a general deterioration of health. For
example, the fact that the OLS results in Table 2 regarding stroke go away suggests that
these were probably driven by reverse causality. In column (5) of Table 9, we show that the
unemployed are more likely to take medicines. This is in line with the finding that general
health—and in particular mental health—deteriorates.
Next, we turn to the opinion polls collected by the CIS in several years and test our
identification strategy at the cell level with an entirely different data set. The CIS conducts
Table 9 Other health outcomes
















Unemployed 0.275 0.254* 0.0863 − 0.00993 0.500**
(0.230) (0.147) (0.0530) (0.0191) (0.233)
Sample mean 0.236 0.107 0.036 0.006 0.578
Observations 25,544 25,544 25,544 25,544 25,544
Robust standard errors clustered at the cell level in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1. All regressions control for cell
and year fixed effects. Cells are defined by provinces, sex and a dummy of age < 40. Sample: waves 2006 and 2011
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Table 10 Reduced form relationship between happiness, unemployment and exposure
(1) (2) (3) (4)
NHS data CIS data NHS data CIS data
Variables Unemployed Reported good health Happy
Cell exposure * year 2011/2012 0.475*** 0.279* − 0.203*** − 0.281**
(0.0821) (0.152) (0.0683) (0.128)
Cell exposure * year 2006/2008 (omitted) (omitted) (omitted) (omitted)
Cell exposure * year 2003 0.116 0.0497 − 0.200** 0.0463
(0.0819) (0.141) (0.0966) (0.142)
Cell exposure * year 2001/2000 − 0.246** -0.0970 − 0.0549 − 0.0659
(0.0968) (0.132) (0.0889) (0.118)
Cell fixed effects yes yes yes yes
Year fixed effects yes yes yes yes
Observations 46,358 7,792 46,330 7,742
R-squared 0.074 0.066 0.046 0.050
Robust standard errors clustered at the cell level in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1. “cell exposure” is the average
employment in construction in the cell in the year 2000. Samples are the years 2000, 2003, 2008, and to 2012 for the CIS data and
2001, 2003, 2006, and 2011 for the NHS data. All regressions use cells defined by provinces, sex, and a dummy for age < 40
surveys to gather individuals’ opinions on several issues (migration, politics, inequality,
etc.). For some years and surveys, there are questions on the happiness of the respondent.
In 2012 and 2003, the special module on “Family and Gender” contains the question: “All
things considered, how satisfied are you with your life?”, with the possible answers being:
completely happy, very happy, quite happy, neither happy nor unhappy, quite unhappy,
very unhappy, completely unhappy. In 2008, a special survey on “Religious beliefs” and in
2000 the module on “Life conditions” also include the question on individual happiness,
with the possible answers being: very happy, quite happy, neither happy nor unhappy,
quite unhappy, very unhappy. We merge the four different surveys and obtain a homoge-
nous time series for individual happiness by constructing an indicator variable that takes
value 1 in 2012 and 2003 if the individual reports being completely happy/very happy or
quite happy with life and 0 otherwise. This indicator takes values 1 in 2008 or 2000 if
the individual answer is very happy or quite happy. Using the four years, we collect infor-
mation on 7719 individuals. We restrict the sample to respondents older than 16 and
Table 11 Unemployment and suicides (IV)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Variables ln(suicides)
Unemployment rate − 0.303 4.231** 4.706** 4.979** 3.846**
(0.808) (1.981) (2.008) (2.122) (1.624)
Cell fixed effects yes yes yes yes yes
Year fixed effects yes yes yes yes yes
Control of ln(population) no no yes yes yes
Province time trend no no no yes no
Survey years 2001–2011 2007–2011 2007–2011 2007–2011 2007–2011
Observations 2,035 921 921 921 1,283
R-squared 0.944 0.950 0.952 0.958 0.939
Robust standard errors in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1. Unemployment rate is the unemployment rate at the cell
level. Column (1) uses data from 2001 to 2011. All other columns use data from 2007 to 2011. Columns (1) to (4) use cells defined
by provinces, sex and a dummy of age < 40. Column (5) uses two age dummies < 30, > 50
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younger than 65. In this sample, 87% of the respondents report to be happy according to
our previous definition.
In Table 10, we use the CIS data and the longer time periods available in the general
health question in the NHS to show that, compared to the boom years, the exposed cells
experienced a dramatic decline in health and well-being in the crisis. We do this by form-
ing interaction terms between the respective year of the survey and our exposure measure
at the cell level, sc,constr,2000. We then omit the year right before the crisis so that the
post-crisis dummy interacted with sc,constr,2000 captures the differential change in the left-
hand-side variable in the exposed cells during the crisis compared to the years before the
crisis. Columns (1) and (2) of Table 10 show that unemployment increased significantly in
exposed cells in the crisis years when compared to the pre-crisis boom years. Columns (3)
and (4) show that these economic declines were closely traced by falls in reported over-
all health and happiness in exposed cells.32 According to these estimates, reported good
health would fall by 20% in fully exposed cells and reported happiness would even fall by
28%. It is therefore unsurprising that, when we analyze the impact of unemployment on
happiness with the CIS data using our instrument, we get large point estimates.33 These
results provide additional evidence on the dramatic change experienced by the exposed
population and lend some additional credibility to the size of IV effects we find in our
main results.
Finally, we analyze the effect of unemployment on suicides. Figure 6 reports the level
of suicides per 100,000 population which we calculate from deaths and population num-
bers. Suicide rates were falling from 7.6 in 2000 to 6.6 (per 100,000) in 2011. However, the
fall is not uniform but interrupted by two large waves. The second wave starts exactly in
2007. In Table 11 we confirm that the increase in suicides during this second period took
place in those cells that were hardest hit by unemployment. To do this we take unemploy-
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Fig. 6 Number of suicides in Spain. Source: Spanish Statistical Office. Death reports
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The only difference with respect to our main results is that we use unemployment rates
from the EPA and therefore have yearly data for the period 2001–2011. Column (1)
indicates that, overall, there is no consistent relationship between unemployment and
suicides in the period 2001–2011. The positive association between unemployment and
suicides only becomes apparent if we focus on the years after 2006. The relationship is
then robust to the inclusion of ln(population) as a control, province time trends and
modifications in the definition of cells. This result would suggest that an increase of the
unemployment rate by 10 percentage points leads to an increase in suicides by about 45
percent. This is an increase of about 3 deaths in 100,000 population per year. However,
this interpretation is problematic given the earlier peak which fell into a period of falling
unemployment.
8 Conclusions
In this article, we analyze the relationship between unemployment and mental health in
the context of the severe economic crisis in Spain. We exploit the extreme circumstances
experienced by construction workers in the Spanish labor market to identify the causal
effect of unemployment on health.We argue that job destruction as a result of the burst of
the housing bubble represented an exogenous shock to labor demand that affected both
the probability of being laid off as well as that of re-employment. Accordingly, our instru-
mental variable approach is able to estimate the causal effect of unemployment on health
net of workers’ selection in and out of unemployment. The IV estimates suggest that an
increase of the unemployment rate by 10 percentage points due to the breakdown in con-
struction raised self-reported poor health and mental disorders by about 3 percentage
points. This is almost 15 percent of the sample mean for poor health and approximately
33 percent for mental disorders.We argue that the large magnitude of this effect responds
to the fact that identification comes from a group of workers that were unable to escape
unemployment after the collapse of the construction sector.
Our paper highlights a channel through which the collapse of an economic sector can
affect the chances for a recovery of the labor market. Our findings raise the concern
that a significant share of the Spanish labor force has been trapped in a cycle of skill
mismatch andmental disorder. The share of long-term unemployment in total unemploy-
ment in Spain still stood at around 50 percent in 2016. The finding that this group was
not only suffering from an income loss but from a loss of (mental) health is worrying on
its own right. In addition, the combination of skill mismatch and the inability to search
and embrace new labor market opportunities in such a large part of the population is a
liability for the Spanish economy as a whole.
The cell-level analysis we provide has the weakness that we cannot control for individual
fixed effects. However, we believe that our cell-level findings can nonetheless provide
important insights. We have argued that treatment effects of unemployment duration
could be themselves a function of the broader labor market context. In particular, it is
possible to find negligible health effects of unemployment losses in “normal times” and
large and persistent effects after sharp economic declines. In this way our results provide
a possible explanation for labor market hysteresis following big declines.
This hysteresis channel will then also contribute to the fact that, as discussed
by Blanchard (2018), the share of long-term unemployment in total unemploy-
ment increases with the unemployment rate and to the convex relationship between
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long-term unemployment and the unemployment rate. In normal times, with relatively
low unemployment rates, workers’ mental health may suffer less from unemployment
spells that are likely to be short-lived. In situations of high unemployment, after a major
economic shock such as the one we study, mental health may decline more dramatically
and the unemployed get caught in a vicious cycle.
Endnotes
1 See Figure A1 in the Additional file 2.
2 Some authors, however, have questioned the assumption that plant closure is unre-
lated to workers’ pre-dismissal observable and unobservable characteristics (Black et al.
2015; Hilger 2016).
3 Black et al. (2015) also investigate whether the effect is stronger in higher unemploy-
ment areas. They fail to find statistically significant differences and argue that the lack of
differential effect is probably due to the low average unemployment rate (3%) in Norway
over the period they study.
4 See Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2018) for a recent survey and discussion of the use of
Bartik instruments in empirical papers.
5 The relationship between unemployment and health in the Spanish context has also
been studied by Urbanos-Garrido and Lopez-Valcarcel (2015). They address a related
but different empirical question with respect to ours: whether the self-reported gap in
health between employed and unemployed workers increased during the recession. Their
empirical strategy relies on matching employed and unemployed workers on individual
characteristics (age, gender, education and region residence). This is similar to the first
part of our analysis which uses OLS with cell fixed effects. However, this does not take
care of reverse causality and unobserved variables seriously threatening identification. In
the attempt of improving on this aspect, the authors match employed and unemployed
individuals also on some health outcomes (i.e. suffering from chronic diseases). However,
this has the problem of the inclusion of an endogenous outcome among the matching
variables.
6 See Krueger et al. (2014), Abraham et al. (2016) and Yagan (2017) for a discussion and
evidence.
7 It is important to note that this is not a contradiction to findings in Abraham et al.
(2016) who show that those hit by job losses are as likely to get stuck in unemployment as
those who are unemployed for other reasons. Our results suggest that a key distinction is
whether job loss is driven by a large or a small shock.
8 The question regarding general health status is the same in all four waves (“Over the
last 12 months, would you say your health has been ... ? Very good, Good, Average, Poor
or Very poor”) while the other changed over time. The question on diagnosed mental
disorders, for instance, had a version in 2001–2003 (“Are you currently diagnosed by your
doctor with chronic depression, anxiety or any other mental disorder?”) and a different
one in 2006–2011 (“Have you ever been diagnosed by your doctor with chronic depression,
anxiety or any other mental disorder?”), leading to considerable changes inmean answers.
9 This is in line with data on death rates. Death rates from the four main sicknesses
(cancer, respiratory diseases, infectious diseases and cardiovascular diseases) were falling
throughout the 2000s including the crisis years - see Additional file 2: Figure A2. Data on
death rates were taken from the population census between 2006 and 2011.
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10 There are some concerns about the ability of the GHQ questionnaire to accurately
measure mental health. However, we follow a large body of work which validates the
measures with alternative, more direct, indicators of mental health status. The conclusion
is that the GHQ is surprisingly good in many contexts in picking up mental disorders
(De Jesus Mari and Williams 1985, Lobo et al. 1986 and Goldberg et al. 1997).
11 See Additional file 1: Table A2 and Additional file 2: Figure A3 for further details on
the GHQ scores.
12Using the reported answers, we create an indicator variable that takes value 1 if indi-
viuals report to be completly satisfied/very satisfied/quite satisfied with their lives and 0
otherwise. The happiness indicators hasmean 0.871 (and SD 0.335) over the period under
analysis.
13 The same results hold if we include earlier waves.
14 In the robustness checks (see Section 7.3), we use alternative definitions of cells that
distinguish also by education level of the workers.
15 In the paper, we estimate the effect of unemployment on eight main health and men-
tal health outcomes, six of which are reported in Table 2 (reported good health; mental
disorder diagnosed by doctor; chronic backpain diagnosed by doctor; chronic headache
diagnosed by doctor; heart disease diagnosed by doctor; stroke diagnosed by doctor) and
two in Table 4 (reported mental disorder; summary score of GHQ12). If we implement
the most conservative adjustment for multiple hypothesis testing, namely the Bonferroni
correction (setting the significance cut-offs at α/N with N = 8), the effects we estimate
with OLS on our four main outcomes of interest (reported good health; mental disor-
der diagnosed by doctor; reported mental disorder; summary score of GHQ12) are still
strongly significant.
16A derivation in a dynamic framework is available from the authors by request.
17 For simplicity, we remove the geographic dimension in this discussion.
18 Several factors determine the impact of unemployment on each individual. For exam-
ple, workers who can rely on savings, family wealth or spouse’s income will not have to
immediately worry about the economic consequences that losing a job implies. Beyond
short-term concerns generated by income losses, the magnitude of the mental impact of
unemployment will also depend, for instance, on individual psychological traits such as
self-esteem and self-confidence, on whether the individual experienced unemployment
before, on the social stigma that the individual attaches to the unemployment status, etc.
Further, expectations should also play a role. Being laid off may be more distressing if
the event was unexpected and/or if the individual deems it difficult to find a new job in
the near future. A recent empirical literature has indeed shown that there is substantial
heterogeneity in the level of unhappiness felt as a consequence of becoming unemployed
(Winkelmann 2014), emphasizing the role played by, for instance, social norms (Stutzer
and Lalive 2004) and religion (vanHoorn andMaseland 2013) in explaining this variation.
19 This conjecture finds support in the existing evidence. For instance, Clark (2003) for
the UK between 1991 and 1998 and Gielgen and van Ours (2014) for Germany between
1994 and 2007 document that workers who experience a substantial drop in well-being
when entering unemployment exert a larger effort in searching for a job. However, the
two studies reach different conclusions regarding the relationship between well-being
deterioration and exiting rates from unemployment. This may be due to differences in
the rate of arrival of vacancies in different time periods and countries.
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20 Recall that we expect αATE to be negative.
21 If instead workers who suffer the most for unemployment are more likely to be
unemployed both terms would be negative.
22As documented in Section 3, the collapse of the construction sector in Spain led to
both a large increase in unemployment and to a dramatic increase in its duration, with
exit rates from unemployment being driven close to zero.
23 See Additional file 2: Figure A1.
24 See Fig. 4b for the evolution of unemployment duration in the construction sector
over the period.
25We employ the information in the second quarter of the EPA to merge it with that at
the annual level in the NHS.
26The ten industries are: i) agriculture, fishing and mining; ii) manufacturing: food
industry; iii) manufacturing: chemical industry; iv) manufacturing: other; v) construc-
tion; vi) services; vii) transport; viii) finance and real estate; ix) public administration,
education and health; x) other: care services, entertainment, etc...
27 In Additional file 2: Figure A4 we report kernel densities of the fitted values in
column (6).
28 In unreported regressions,we confirmed that, using OLS, longer duration correlates
with worse reported mental health.
29OLS estimates for total GHQ score and for its individual items are reported in
Additional file 1: Table A3.
30According to the Caseness scale the response to each of the 12 items in the GHQ are
recorded such that they take value 0 if the answer is as usual or better than usual, and 1
if it is worse ormuch worse than usual. See Section 4.
31 Results can be provided upon request.
32Additional file 2: Figure A5 displays a visual representation of Table 10, column (4).
33 See Additional file 1: Table A5.
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